Standard Accessories
- Counter Balance Cylinder
- Hydraulic Overload Protection
- High Torque Servo Motor with Controls
- Motorised Slide Adjustment
- Centralised Re-circulating Automatic Oil Lubrication System
- Dual Check Safety Electrical Circuit
- Programmable Logic Controller
- User Friendly Touch Screen Interface
- Emergency Stop Buttons
- Die Area lights
- Energy Storage & Management System
- Portable Two Hand Operator Stand
- Production Counters (Total, Batch)
- Crank Angle Indicator
- Maintenance Tool Kit
- Safety Brake
- 6 Nos. Preset Motion Profiles
- Moving Belts

Optional Accessories
- Die Clamps for Quick Die Change
- Programmable Cam Switches
- Die Cushion
- Electronic Force Monitoring / Process Monitoring with Signature Analysis
- Anti Vibration Mounts
- Bearing Temperature Monitoring System
- Automatic Die Change System
- Slide Locking Device
- Moving Bolder with T-Track
- Die Automation Control
- Scrap Chute with Interlocked Opening Covers
- Photoelectric Guards on front and rear

Front of Line & End of Line Solutions
- Destacker/Coil Line with 3-D-Electronic Transfer system
- Robotic Auto stacking of parts

Wide Range of Presses
- Service Presses
- Transfer Presses
- Progressive Presses
- High Speed Presses
- Hot Stamping & Hot Forming Hydraulic Presses
- Standard Straight Side Mechanical & Hydraulic Presses
- Banking Lines
- Tandem Press Lines
- Mechanical & Hydraulic
- Cold Forging Presses
- Tryout & Die Spotting Presses
- Gap Frame & Ring Frame Power Presses
- Special Purpose Presses

Some of the accessories/elements shown in the referenced photograph may not be part of Standard equipment supplied.
ISGEC reserves the right to change specifications without prior notice.
Owning given in this Brochure are indicative & may change.
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Versatility-freely programmable kinematics

- Slim kinematics quickly and easily adaptable to parameters of Process, Die, Automation system and eliminates adverse effects of motion limitations of conventional press.
- Wide range of payoff functions in production press.
- User Programmable stroke heights and motion sequences.
- Motion profile adjustment to suit part transport process with Progressive & Transfer Dies.

Increased Output

- User Programmable parameters of time & distance sequences allow possibility to integrate several processes in press cycle resulting in higher output.
- Pendulum Operating Mode enables higher output.
- Individual part curves stored in die database and quickly available for future use.

Energy Management

- In contrast to conventional Hydraulic & Mechanical Presses wherein energy source is continuously consuming power, Servo Presses use regenerative feature thus storing energy during braking & deceleration mode. This stored energy is subsequently utilized during acceleration mode resulting in energy efficiency and reduced power consumption.

Operational Advantages

- Increased part quality and die life due to controlled motion sequence optimally adapted to process requirements.
- Reduced rejections & less rework.
- Reduced snap through loads and spring back.
- Easier maintenance and reduced maintenance cost compared to conventional mechanical presses due to fewer mechanical components.
- Reduced stamping noise and vibrations due to precise control/spread.

Quick Die Change System

- Electrically driven Moving Brackets with alternative options of movement for Quick Die Change and higher productivity.
- Die Centering Slits on Bolster Plate for quick die location.
- T-Slots as per JIS, JIC & DIN depending upon user’s requirement.
- Automatic or Semi Automatic Die Change feature available as optional.
- On demand Hydraulically Operated Manually Positioned or Automatic Die Clamps provided.

Pendulum Operating Mode

- Pendulum Operating Mode enables programmable slide stroke heights. Reversing movement of tonnage motor means that eccentric drive has an oscillating motion and alternates between forward in one stroke and backward in the next stroke. This significantly increases output and energy efficiency.

Ease of Operation & Interface

- Programmable Logic Controller with user friendly Operator Interface has operator Screens, HMI (Human Machine Interface) with Diagnostic features developed by constant improvements through feedback from Press users.
- On demand interfacing hardware for reliable interface with Automation.
- Remote online diagnosis feature provided on demand.
- Complete Project Management including Interface with Automation & Dies provided.

Safeties as per International Practices

- Immediate Press stoppage due to absence of high inertias of drive mechanism as compared with conventional mechanical presses.
- Built in Servo lock in Servo Motor.
- Spring actuated hydraulically released safety brake for dust safety.
Versatility-freely programmable kinematics

- Elbow kinematics quickly and easily adaptable to parameters of Process, Die, Automation system and eliminates adverse effects of motion limitations of conventional press.
- Wide range of Tryout functions in production press.
- User Programmable stroke heights and motion sequences.
- Motion profile adjustment to suit part transport process with Progressive & Transfer Dies.

Increased Output

- User Programmable parameters of time & distance sequences allow possibility to integrate several processes in press cycle resulting in higher output.
- Pendulum Operating Mode enables higher output.
- Individual part curves stored in die database and quickly available for future use.

Energy Management

- In contrast to conventional Hydraulic & Mechanical Presses wherein energy sources are continuously consuming power, Servo Presses use regenerative feature thus storing energy during braking & deceleration mode. This stored energy is subsequently utilized during acceleration mode resulting in energy efficiency and reduced power consumption.

Operational Advantages

- Increased part quality and die life due to controlled motion sequence optimally adapted to process requirements.
- Reduced rejections & less rework.
- Reduced snap through loads and spring back.
- Easier maintenance and reduced maintenance cost compared to conventional mechanical presses due to fewer mechanical components.
- Reduced stamping noise and vibrations due to precise control/speed.

Quick Die Change System

- Electrically driven Moving Bolsters with alternative options of movement for Quick Die Change and higher productivity.
- Die Centering Slits on Bolster Plate for quick die location.
- T-Slits as per JIS, JIC & DIN depending upon user’s requirement.
- Automatic or Semi Automatic Die Change feature available as optional.
- Optional Hydraulic or Manually Positioned or Automatic Die Clamps provided.

Pendulum Operating Mode

- Pendulum Operating Mode enables programmable slide stroke heights. Reversing movement of tonnage motor means that eccentric drive has an oscillating motion and alternates between forward in one stroke and backward in the next stroke. This significantly increases output and energy efficiency.

Ease of Operation & Interface

- Programmable Logic Controller with user friendly Operator Interface has operator Screens, HMI (Human Machine Interface) with Diagnostic features developed by constant improvements through feedback from Press users.
- On demand interfacing hardware for reliable interface with Automation.
- Remote online diagnosis feature provided on demand.
- Complete Project Management including Interface with Automation & Dies provided.

Safeties as per International Practices

- Immediate Press stoppage due to absence of high inertia of drive mechanism as compared with conventional mechanical presses.
- Inbuilt Servo lock in Servo Motor.
- Spring actuated hydraulically released safety brake for dust/safety.
Standard Accessories

- Counter Balance Cylinder
- Hydraulic Overload Protection
- High Torque Servo Motor with Controls
- Motorised Side Adjustment
- Centralised Re-circulating Automatic Oil Lubrication System
- Dual Check Safety Electrical Circuit
- Programmable Logic Controller
- User Friendly Touch Screen Interface
- Emergency Stop Buttons
- Die Area lights
- Energy Storage & Management System
- Portable Two Hand Operator Stand
- Production Counters (Total, Batch)
- Crank Angle Indicator
- Maintenance Tool Kit
- Safety Brake
- 6 Nos. Preset Motion Profiles
- Moving Bollards

Optional Accessories

- Die Clamps for Quick Die Change
- Programmable Cam Switches
- Die Cushion
- Electronic Force Monitoring / Process Monitoring with Signature Analysis
- Anti Vibration Mounts
- Bearing Temperature Monitoring System
- Automatic Die Change System
- Slide Locking Device
- Moving Bollester with T-Track
- Die Automation Control
- Scrap Chute with Interlocked Opening Covers
- Photoelectric Guards on front and rear

Front of Line & End of Line Solutions

- Destacker/Coil line with 3-D Electronic Transfer system
- Robotic Auto stacking of parts

Wide Range of Presses

Serve Presses • Transfer Presses • Progressive Presses • High Speed Presses • Shot Pressing & Hot Forming Hydraulic Presses • Standard Straight Side Mechanical & Hydraulic Presses • Banking Lines • Tandem Press Lines • Mechanical & Hydraulic Cold Forging Presses • Tryout & Die Spotting Presses • Gap Frame & Ring Frame Power Presses • Special Purpose Presses